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Optical angular momentum (OAM) based structured light beams provide an additional degree of freedom for
practical applications ranging from optical communication to laser-based material processing. Many
techniques exist for generating such beams within laser sources and these primarily rely upon the use of
specially designed optical components that limit laser power scaling and ready tunability of the topological
charge and polarization of the output OAM beams. Here we show that some of these limitations can be
overcome by employing a computer controlled reflective phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) to
adaptively tailor the input (and subsequent output) beam wavefront and polarization in a few- mode fiber
amplifier. In this way modal-coupling induced beam distortion within the fiber amplifier can be mitigated and
we are able to generate at will any desired supported spatial mode guided in the fiber, including conventional
LP modes, scalar OAM modes and cylindrical vector modes, at average powers >10 W and with a peak power
of >11 kW. Our results pave the way to the realization of practical high-power structured laser sources with
tunable chirality and polarization. © 2020 Optical Society of America

1. INTRODUCTION
Structured laser beams have recently become a topic of significant
interest due to the fact that they provide additional degrees of
freedom in terms of optical phase, polarization and amplitude and
have subsequently found many novel applications in, amongst
others, the optical manipulation of particles [1, 2], optical free
space and fiber based communications [3, 4], laser-based material
processing [5, 6], particle acceleration [7] and microscopy [8, 9].
Foremost among the family of structured laser beams are scalar
vortex beams and cylindrical vector beams. Scalar vortex beams
are characterized by an annular intensity profile associated with
an azimuthally varying phase structure of exp(ilφ) (where l is the
integer of topological charge) so that they carry OAM. They are
typically generated using dynamic phase approaches by imposing
a helical phase front on an incoming Gaussian beam using a phase
plate [10], computer generated hologram [11], or phase-only
spatial light modulator (SLM) [12]. On the other hand, cylindrical
vector beams are associated with l-dependent azimuthally varying
polarization distributions (such as radial and azimuthal
polarizations), which can be interpreted as combinations of OAM
and spin states that result in a plane wavefront that does not carry

OAM [13]. Such beams are created with geometric phase
approaches by employing a q-plate [14], s-waveplate [15] or metasurfaces [16] to transform an incident beam with homogenous
polarization (e.g. linear polarization) into a beam with the desired
vector polarization state. Whilst these passive beam conversion
approaches are relatively easy to implement, they tend to lack
flexibility in terms of the generation of different structured beams
due to the static properties of the optical elements, have limited
power handling capability, and the conversion efficiency is
ultimately limited by the intensity overlap of the incident Gaussian
beam with the desired structured beam (which usually induces a
high loss when a high-order structured beam is desired [17]).
Over the past decade, remarkable advances have been made in
the direct generation of such structured light beams from gain
media including bulk solid-state lasers/amplifiers [18-20], fiber
lasers/amplifiers [21, 22], organic lasers [23] and gas lasers [24],
offering advantages of higher modal purity and much higher
power scalability. However, such “structured light” laser systems
can typically only generate a specific fixed spatial mode. The
selective and flexible generation of such beams (i.e. tuning of the
polarization and topological charge of the OAM states on demand),

ideally from a compact laser source at high output powers with
high modal purity and with simultaneous control of the temporal
characteristics, is of great interest in direct laser writing with
ultrafast lasers which brings flexibility to the laser induced
morphology of features [25], but remains a great challenge. A few
methods that provide some flexibility in switching the laser output
intensity profiles, or tuning the chirality of the OAM states, have
been implemented in bulk solid-state lasers [26-28] and
semiconductor based microlasers [29-32] but generally the
performance has been limited by damage to the special optical
components used due to the high intracavity powers involved. One
promising way to overcome this limitation is to exploit the masteroscillator power amplifier (MOPA) approach that amplifies a
reconfigurable structured light seed beam through an appropriate
gain medium with a high gain whilst preserving a high mode
purity. We have recently demonstrated a proof of concept
demonstration that flexibly generates various structured light
beams from a compact multicore fiber amplifier by coherently
combining the individual Gaussian-shaped output beamlets with
appropriate complex amplitude [33]. However, the unavoidable
relatively higher loss associated with the non-colinear beam
combination (typically ~50%-60% in theory) could ultimately
hinder its use in the high power regime and provides the incentive
to develop more efficient approaches.
The vector nature of the diversity of electric field distributions of
the eigenmodes guided in a cylindrically symmetric isotropic large
core, few-mode optical fiber makes this an attractive compact
platform for the dynamic generation of different structured spatial
modes at high powers given the high efficiency and high power
scalability of traditional Gaussian-shaped beams in such gain
fibers. However, the vector modes with the same radial and
azimuthal index are either strictly degenerate with exactly the
same effective refractive indices (i.e. EH , and EH , ), or
nearly degenerate with a small difference in the effective refractive
indices (Δn ~ 10-5 - 10-7, i.e. EH , and HE , ). Thus even the
slightest perturbations to the cylindrical symmetry of the fiber (i.e.
bends, twists, and refractive index inhomogeneities) can cause
strong coupling between such modes, resulting in the formation of
the so called scalar LP modes that are usually observed at the
output of fibers/fiber devices [34, 35]. Although, various mode
excitation/selection techniques have been demonstrated in fiber
lasers/amplifiers, these have generally only allowed the
generation of a single, non-tailorable lowest order vortex or vector
mode for a given laser cavity design [22, 36, 37]. In such systems,
mode coupling induced distortion of the vortex or vector beam can
be reduced, to some extent at least, by deliberate mechanical
manipulation of the fiber e.g. by applying extra pressure, bends, or
twists at certain points to ensure a doughnut-shaped intensity
profile at the fiber output. These mitigation measures though are
wholly empirical, typically lack repeatability and become
increasingly ineffective at higher power levels and for fibers
supporting a larger number of guided modes. This ultimately
hinders the utilization of such exotic laser sources for end-users
who are not laser experts. More advanced fibers with annular
index profiles that reduce mode coupling and support the stable
propagation and amplification of vortex and vector modes over
long distance have been proposed and demonstrated [35, 38, 39].
However, such fibers rely on critical design and rigorous control of
the refractive index profile and thickness of the annular core
required and are characterized by a small effective mode area.

Thus fiber fabrication is challenging and the tight mode
confinement is not compatible with high power laser operation.
In this work, we overcome the aforementioned limitations
through the use of an adaptive input wavefront and polarization
shaping technique which allows for precise control of the
amplification of structured spatial modes in a commercially
available few-mode large mode area (FM-LMA) fiber. A reflective
phase-only SLM is employed to excite and correct the wavefront
and polarization of the input beam to a final FM-LMA fiber
amplifier stage in a picosecond pulsed MOPA system to obtain the
desired structured spatial modes at the MOPA output. We
experimentally demonstrate the computer-controlled generation
of a variety of spatial modes supported by the FM-LMA fiber,
obtaining very good modal purity (>90 %), an average power
of >10 W and a corresponding peak power of 11 kW. This includes
the arbitrary generation of conventional scalar LP modes, linearly
polarized OAM modes and vector eigenmodes.

2.METHODS
A. Principles

Light propagation through passive fibers remains deterministic
even in the case of strong modal coupling. Indeed, a number of
techniques based on manipulation of the incident wavefront
(including digital phase conjugation [40], transmission matrix [41]
and adaptive wavefront shaping [42]) have been demonstrated
with great success to selectively generate a desired electric field
distribution at the output of a passive MMF by using a phase only
SLM [43-45]. Recently the iterative optimization based adaptive
wavefront shaping technique has been adapted to shape the light
in FM-LMA fiber amplifiers and MMF amplifiers in which light
transmission becomes nonlinear due to the gain competition
among the transverse modes induced by non-uniform gain
saturation. For instance, by employing a photonic lantern as the
beam shaping element, the amplification of selected scalar LP
modes in a LMA fiber amplifier has been demonstrated [46, 47],
and amplification in a MMF amplifier resulting in a tightlyconfined, single-spot (or multiple spots) output beam has been
obtained using a deformable mirror to tailor the incident beam
wavefront [48]. However, the deformable mirror has a very
limited number of actuators which means it cannot readily be used
to generate more sophisticated structured beams with spatially
varying phase and/or polarization distributions. To date, no
technique has been demonstrated with the capability of allowing
the user to generate a specific selected complex guided spatial
mode in a fiber laser/amplifier at high output power.
Spatial beam shaping with SLMs is widely used as one of the
most versatile techniques for generating structured light beams in
free-space with high fidelity, however there are issues with this
approach. Firstly, shaping efficiency can be an issue particularly
due to diffraction loss when there is a limited intensity overlap
between the incident beam and the target beam, secondly liquid
crystals devices have a relatively low damage threshold (typically
2 W cm-2) and this limits the power level of the beams that can be
reflected from these devices. Here, we propose a “digital fiber
amplifier” [26] to overcome these issues. One of the central ideas
behind our approach is to place the beam shaping SLM prior to a
FM-LMA fiber amplifier, where the incident power levels are
modest, allowing a pre-shaped beam to be amplified to a target
beam with much higher output powers than could be applied

Fig. 1 Experimental setup of the digital fiber amplifier. AMP: amplifier; PM: polarization maintaining; SMF: single-mode fiber; PBS: polarization beam
splitter; DM: dichroic mirror; BS: beam splitter; PC: polarization controller; M: mirror; λ/2: half wave plate; ISO: isolator.

directly to the SLM if it were used to shape the beam at the
amplifier output, whilst also avoiding any shaping losses at this
critical point in the system. The SLM provides a reprogrammable
means of converting a pre-amplified Gaussian-shaped beam into
the required field which must be excited at the input of the fiber to
generate the desired output.. Any beam distortion and
depolarization induced by mode coupling during the amplification
is pre-compensated by adaptively shaping the incident wavefront
and polarization state through an iterative optimization process.
The shaped incident wavefront can be encoded as a superposition
of a basis set of orthogonally linearly polarized modes generated
by the SLM with an appropriate complex amplitude:
Ein =  l =− N ( al H , l + bl V , l
l=N

)

(1)

| and | , =
| represent the basis
where | , =
modes (horizontal polarization | and vertical polarization | )
(and with an intensity profile
with a helical wavefront
matched to those of the fiber eigen modes), and =
and
=
represent the complex amplitude of each mode
and
represent the normalized amplitude of the
(where
horizontal and vertical components, respectively; and ( )
represents the relative phase of each mode). Any spatial mode can
be expressed as an appropriate superposition of these basis modes.
At the output, an analyzer SLM (used in the reverse direction to
the beam shaping SLM) can be used as a correlation filter to detect
the portion of the field in the desired state. It is digitally configured
with a transmission function ( ) = ∗ ( ) (where ∗ ( )
represents the complex conjugate of the target mode in terms of
both amplitude and phase) so that the on-axis intensity of the
correlation signal in the far field is proportional to the power of the
output beam within that target mode [49]. The on-axis signal
power can be measured and used as the merit function to provide
iterative feedback to adaptively shape the input wavefront and
polarization. The optimizaiton process is excuted by the
optimization package based on the conjuaget gradient algorithm
from the ALGLIB nuemrical libraray which solves unconstrained
problems [50]. The coefficients of the ampltudde and phase of each
basis mode in each polarization state result in a total of 24
parameters to be optimized. Therefore, the output beam can be
electronically controlled simply by displaying different (complex)
phase masks on the SLM.
B. Experimental setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
gain-switched laser diode operating at a wavelength of 1035 nm
and emitting ~150 ps Gaussian-shaped pulses at a repetition rate
of 5.9 MHz is used as the seed to a fiber based MOPA system. The
pulses are first pre-amplified to an average power of ~250 mW in
a chain of PM-SMF amplifiers. The output fiber of the final preamplifier stage has a core diameter of 10 µm with a numerical
aperture (NA) of 0.085, ensuring delivery of a pure fundamental
mode with a nearly Gaussian-shaped intensity profile and a welldefined flat phase profile. The resulting amplified beam is then
collimated with a spot size of ~6.8 mm and injected onto a
reflective phase-only liquid crystal SLM (Holoeye PLUTO-2-NIR149, AG, Germany) through some polarization diversity optics. The
SLM has an active area of 15.36×8.64 mm comprising 1920×1080
pixels at a pitch of 8 μm. It can operate at any wavelength from
1000 nm to 1100 nm with a reflectivity of 93 %. The area of the
SLM is divided into two halves to display the phase masks and this
enables us to generate any spatial and polarization state (in
amplitude and phase) in the Fourier plane. Although illustrated in
a transmissive topology for clarity in Fig. 1, in practice each
incident beam reflects off its own phase mask displayed on the
SLM. A modified iterative Fourier transform algorithm is used to
calculate the phase masks required to generate the intensity and
phase distributions of each basis mode [51, 52]. The
transformation efficiency of each basis mode varies from ~30%
(for the fundamental Gaussian mode) to ~54% (for the first higher
order OAM mode (|l|=1)). In addition, there is a static insertion loss
of ~2.5dB for the beam-shaper (measured from the input SMF to
the output facet of the other SMF), resulting in a total loss of ~7.7dB to ~-5.2dB for re-shaping the input beam to excite the
desired beam in the following FMF.
The re-shaped beam is first coupled to a ~10m length of passive
single-clad fiber with a refractive index profile matched to that of
the commercially available step-index FM-LMA Yb-doped fiber
(Liekki Yb1200-30/250DC) used in the final stage amplifier. The
passive single-clad fiber is used as an aperture that effectively
blocks any forward propagated unwanted light that otherwise
might be amplified, and also work with the free-space isolator to
block any backward propagated amplified spontaneous emissions
(ASE) to protect the SLM. The resulting signal is passed through a
home-made free-space polarization independent isolator which
ensures a reduced polarization dependent loss and is injected into
the final stage amplifier fiber which has a core diameter of 30 µm
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reelevant correlation filter can be constructed jusst by encoding th
he
co
onjugate phase mask of the deesired basis mod
de on the secon
nd
SL
LM. By implemeenting the iteraative optimizatio
on procedure we
w
su
uccessfully generrated various lin
nearly polarized OAM modes wiith
tu
unable topologiccal charge and co
ontrollable polaarization state. Fig.
F
4((a)-(d) shows fo
our examples of
o output beam intensity profilles
m
measured at an output
o
power off ~10.5 W exhib
biting pronounced
do
oughnut shapess together with beam profiles of horizontal an
nd
veertical linear polarization
p
co
omponents (sh
hown in insetts)
indicating that the linear polarizaation states dom
minate the outp
put
nut-shaped beam
ms
beeams. The heliccal phase fronts of the doughn
were confirmed by
b interfering th
hem with a referrence beam with
ha
pherical wavefro
ont, leading to th
he formation of spiral
s
interferen
nce
sp
paatterns. The num
mber of spiral friinges and their rotation
r
directions
indicate that the target OAM mo
odes with the desired topologiccal
harge were succcessfully achieveed. The purity of
o the scalar OA
AM
ch
m
modes was analy
yzed by decomp
posing the outp
put beam into the
th
OA
AM basis modees in both lineaar polarizations. Fig. 4(e) and (f)
illu
ustrate examplees of measured relative modal weightings
w
of tw
wo
OA
AM modes | , 1 and | , 2 resspectively, indiccating that a higgh
m
modal purity of >9
90 % was obtain
ned. Note that sw
witching between
m
modes with diffeerent topologicaal charge and polarization
p
stattes
waas achieved by displaying
d
the reelevant phase mask
m on the secon
nd
SL
LM and executin
ng again the iteraative optimizatio
on procedures.
D.. Mode stability

It is worth mentio
oning that the generated
g
OAM modes
m
and vecttor
m
modes are quite stable
s
and repeaatable at fixed ou
utput power in the
th
lab
boratory enviro
onment. The app
plied SLM phasse pattern did not
n

Fig. 5 M
Modal stability meeasurement. (a) Measured modaal purity of the
EH m
mode at a fixed o
output power of ~11 W as a fun
nction of time,
nd preserved
indicatiing that a stablee vector mode w
was generated an
over 60
0 minutes; (b)-(d
d) mode evolutiion versus outpu
ut power: the
measurred intensity pro
ofile of the optim
mized EH modee at 11 W (b);
the inteensity profile of tthe output beam
m when the outpu
ut power was
decreassed to 7 W (c)) and 2 W (d) without changiing the input
wavefroont; (e) The inteensity profile of tthe output beam
m at 2 W was
restoreed to a doughnut sshape after the in
nput wavefront w
was re-shaped.

nce the optimizaation process waas completed
need too be changed on
for the target output b
beams and the b
beam quality w
was preserved
for periiods of at least sseveral hours. Fig. 5(a) shows th
the measured
modal purity of the E
EH mode as a function of time at the
um output pow
wer of ~11 W w
with an optimizeed SLM phase
maximu
pattern
n. It shows that tthe average valu
ue of modal purrity is 91.3 %
with a ~6 % peak-to--valley fluctuatio
on and a root m
mean square
value oof 0.012 over 6
60 minutes, con
nfirming that a sstable vector
mode w
was generated. T
This can be attrributed to the m
moderate heat
load (<
<5W/m) which
h is below th
he threshold vaalue for the
transveerse mode insstability, as w
well as the go
ood thermal
manageement of the fiber amplifier whiich was operateed in a state of
thermaal equilibrium. IIn addition, the pre-shaped beaam launched
into th
he fiber mainlyy excited appro
opriate combinaations of the
nearly--degenerate fibeer eigen modes (within the sam
me LP mode
group) which have siimilar propagattion constants aand intensity
profiless so that they should experieence negligible difference in
propaggation constant with varying ttemperature, reesulting in a
stable output mode. We noticed tthat each optimized input
wavefrront only works at a fixed outpu
ut power, and th
hat the beam
qualityy decreases with
h variation in po
ower around th
he value used
for opttimization. One example is sh
hown in Fig. 5(b
b)-(d) which
shows that the o
optimized dou
ughnut-shaped EH mode
experieences severe b
beam distortion
n as the outpu
ut power is
decreassed from 11 W to 2 W. How
wever, the dougghnut-shaped
mode can be restoreed by runningg the algorithm
m again and
reoptim
mizing the inpu
ut wavefront aas shown in F
Fig. 5(e). We
attributte the mode evvolution versus output power tto changes in
the m
mode transfer m
matrix due to
o changes in the thermal
equilibrrium of the fibeer and spatially d
dependent gain saturation at
differen
nt pump powerss.

4. CON
NCLUSION
We havve demonstrateed a novel digittal fiber amplifieer capable of
generatting optical vo
ortex beams off user specified
d topological
charge and vector pollarization statess on demand att high power
levels u
under electronicc control. Our ap
pproach is based
d on adaptive
shapingg of the beam w
wavefront and polarization byy means of a
phase-oonly SLM placed
d at the input to
o a few-mode fib
ber amplifier.

Using this approach, we successfully avoided optical damage to the
SLM (by reducing the incident powers to below 250 mW) and
were able to generate various spatial modes supported by the fiber
including conventional scalar LP modes, scalar OAM modes and
cylindrical vector modes. The amplifier produced 150 ps pulses at
a repetition rate of 5.9 MHz with an average power >10 W
corresponding to a peak power of above ~11 kW. The net gain of
the final digital fiber amplifier stage reached ~>16dB. The output
power might be further increased by a factor of ~3-5 if we increase
the incident power to ~1.5 W at which point we reach the
theoretical damage threshold of the SLM. As the SLM is expensive,
and any contamination on the liquid display surface might reduce
the damage threshold, we only operated the SLM at a power well
below its damage threshold. Recent advances in SLM technology
have resulted in devices with a higher damage threshold and a
faster refresh rate than the device used herein. This fact, in
conjunction with the use of more advanced optimization
algorithms capable of faster convergence rate, should allow the
construction of higher power systems and with faster spatial mode
switching. The demonstrated versatility in mode generation and
power-handling capabilities of our approach opens a new pathway
for the dynamic generation of high power structured light beams
from simple and compact laser sources. This capability may be
advantageous in a wide range of applications such as laser material
processing, free-space optical communication and high-resolution
imaging.

APPENDIX: VECTOR MODE DECOMPOSITION
To analyze the modal purity of the generated vector modes, a
vector mode decomposition technique is implemented. First, the
output beam is decomposed into the orthogonal linearly polarized
OAM mode basis through an inner product measurement as
follows
cε , L = Ψ ε , L Eout

(A1)

where Ψ , represents the horizontal OAM basis mode (| , ± )
for = 1, and vertical polarization OAM basis mode (| , ± ) for
= −1 , respectively ( ≤ 3 in practice); The , are the
corresponding modal weights which are proportional to the
correlation signal of the on-axis intensity coupled to the SMF. The
relative modal weight of each LP group can be derived as the sum
of the modal weights of the OAM mode basis with the same order
of L and orthogonal polarizations as:

ρL =

 cε
 cε

2
,± L

l =3

l =0

(A2)

2
,± l

The next step is to measure the relative modal weight of each
degenerate vector mode within the same LP group, which is also
achieved by an inner product measurement. Consider the case
mode, then the inner product
where the output is the pure HE
with the conjugate phase of each degenerate vector mode has the
following form:
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(A3)

The SMF located on the optical axis in the far-field can only
detect the non-OAM component (|0 ) of the electric field within
the resulting correlation signal. It can be seen that the inner
product of the conjugate phase of the HE
mode contains an
on-axis intensity component with a linear polarization aligned to
45o with respect to the horizontal direction. The inner product of
mode contains the on-axis
the conjugate phase of the EH
intensity component as well, but with orthogonal linear
polarization (−45°). To differentiate between these two signals, a
PC is adjusted to rotate the linear polarization of the correlation
signal of the HE
phase mask to the horizontal direction, which
is aligned to the frist output port of the PBS. Correspondingly, the
phase
linear polarization of the correlation signal of the EH
mask is rotated to the vertical direction, which is aligned to the
second output port of the PBS. By sequentially displaying the
conjugate phase of each vector mode, the measured power (Pj) of
the first output port of the PBS can be considered as the weight of
each vector mode. Then the relative weight (η ) of each vector
mode can be expressed as:
ηj =

Pj

P

(A4)

j

where j represents the j-th vector mode in the LP group (each LP
group contains four degenerate vector modes). As a result, the
overall relative weight of each vector mode ( ) can be expressed
as:
γ Lj = η j ρ L

(A5)
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